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properties.[17,18] Since Li and co-workers
successfully synthesized layer-like GDY
film on copper substrate,[19] it has aroused
extensive study in the fields of energy
storage,[20–22] photocatalysis,[23–26] electrochemical catalysis,[27,28] and sensors.[29,30]
Meanwhile, some other modified methods
were developed to synthesize GDY with
different morphology such as GDY nanowalls,[31] nanotubes,[32] nanowires,[33] and
stripe arrays.[34] However, there are two
issues that have yet to be addressed. On
the one hand, seldom researches focus
on the three-dimensional GDY (3DGDY)
preparation. Although Zhang and coworkers synthesized 3DGDY on copper
foam,[35] the synthesized 3DGDY must
be supported on copper foam and is easy
to be scattered attribute to the large holes in copper foam and
aggregated together attribute to the strong π–π interaction
after etching the copper foam. Therefore, how to prepare freestanding 3DGDY is a significant and ongoing challenge. On the
other hand, massive production technology of GDY with high
quality and low cost is a key point for future industrial application of GDY. Almost all reported synthetic methods use copper
foil or foam as substrate. The production of GDY strictly relies
on the surface area of copper substrate. However, copper substrate has low specific surface area and relatively high price that
will make the massive production of GDY with high cost and
restrict the output of GDY. Therefore, increasing the specific
surface area of substrate but decreasing the consumption of
copper would be a very important issue for massive production
of GDY.
In order to solve these two problems, we developed a novel
freestanding 3DGDY synthetic method using naturally abundant diatomite as template. Diatomite is composed by skeletal
shells of Bacillariophyceae that endows diatomite has a hierarchical porous structure.[36] Chemical component of diatomite is
mainly SiO2 (80–90%) with trace amounts of metal oxides and
organics.[37] Diatomite has been widely utilized in various fields
such as adsorbent, filter, catalyst support, and so on due to its
good properties like high surface/volume ratio, eco-friendly and
chemically inert nature.[38–41] Diatomite can also be used as template to synthesize 3D materials. Liu and co-workers reported a
self-limited approach for massive producing graphene powder
with high quality by employing diatomite as template.[37] The
synthesized 3D graphene possesses freestanding texture, high
specific area, and electronic conductivity. These results inspired

Graphdiyne (GDY), a new kind of two-dimensional (2D) carbon allotropes,
has extraordinary electrical, mechanical, and optical properties, leading to
advanced applications in the fields of energy storage, photocatalysis, electrochemical catalysis, and sensors. However, almost all reported methods
require metallic copper as a substrate, which severely limits their large-scale
application because of the high cost and low specific surface area (SSA) of
copper substrate. Here, freestanding three-dimensional GDY (3DGDY) is
successfully prepared using naturally abundant and inexpensive diatomite as
template. In addition to the intrinsic properties of GDY, the fabricated 3DGDY
exhibits a porous structure and high SSA that enable it to be directly used as
a lithium-ion battery anode material and a 3D scaffold to create Rh@3DGDY
composites, which would hold great potential applications in energy storage
and catalysts, respectively.
Nowadays, porous carbon materials with interconnected threedimensional (3D) frameworks such as 3D graphene and its
foams, aerogels, and sponges have aroused great interest. These
materials present extraordinary properties including large specific surface area (SSA), good mechanical properties, high
conductivity, and low density,[1–8] leading to advanced applications in the fields of water purification,[2] catalyst support,[9,10]
sensing,[11] and energy storage.[2,12] Exploring new branches of
3D carbon materials are also the subject of immense interest.
Graphdiyne (GDY) is a new kind of layer-like carbon allotropes that contain hexagonal benzene rings connected by diacetylenic linkages (CCCC).[13–16] The unique atomic
arrangement and natural moderate band gap of 0.46 eV
endow GDY extraordinary electrical, mechanical, and optical
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for the 3DGDY synthesis using diatomite as template.

us to explore the possibility of freestanding 3DGDY preparation by using diatomite as template. As expected, freestanding
3DGDY powder with high quality was obtained. The nonplanar
porous structure could make GDY flakes free from strong van
der Waals and π–π stacking interaction. Moreover, the low-cost
diatomite can effectively decrease the consumption of metallic
copper and would be a promising method for massive production of GDY.
The schematic illustration of synthetic strategy is depicted
in Figure 1. GDY was synthesized using hexaethynylbenzene
(HEB) as precursor via Glaser–Hay coupling reaction that was
used to synthesize GDY nanowalls on copper foils in previous
work.[31] In our method, copper nanoparticles (CuNPs) were
primarily absorbed on the surface and in the holes of diatomite through simple metallic replacement reaction to obtain
CuNPs and diatomite composites (Cu@diatomite). Then the
alkyne coupling reaction occurred on the diatomite surface.
The absorbed CuNPs and diatomite play the roles of catalyst
source and substrate, respectively. After the reaction completed,
diatomite was wrapped in GDY flakes (GDY@Cu@diatomite).
After carefully removing the residual copper and diatomite by
etching reagents, porous 3DGDY with freestanding structure
was obtained.
The morphologies of diatomite, Cu@diatomite, GDY@
diatomite, and 3DGDY were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The morphology of diatomite depends
on its producing area. Here, we use commercially provided
round cake-like diatomite for demonstration (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The diatomite has uniformly distributed holes (≈200 nm diameter) on both sides. After metallic
replacement reaction, CuNPs were absorbed on diatomite that
play the role of catalyst resource and were indispensable for
the alkyne coupling reaction (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Figure 2a,b presents the morphology of GDY@Cu@
diatomite composites after coupling reaction completed. The
diatomite is uniformly wrapped by GDY flakes and the holes
are maintained on surface. Figure 2c shows the round cakelike 3DGDY after etching diatomite and CuNPs. Figure 2d
displays the internal structure of 3DGDY, in which the GDY
flakes are connected by hollow GDY columns that play the key
role in protecting the freestanding structure of 3DGDY from
collapsing.
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The bonding structure and the elementary composition
of 3DGDY were studied systematically by Raman spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and UV–vis absorption spectroscopy. Figure 3a shows typical Raman spectra of 3DGDY,
GDY@Cu@diatomite, and diatomite, in which four dominant
peaks appear at 1364, 1563, 1931, and 2176 cm−1 in Raman
spectrum of 3DGDY. The peak at 1364 cm−1 corresponds to
the breathing vibration of sp2 carbon domains in aromatic ring
(D band).[31] The peak at 1563 cm−1 attributes to the first-order
scattering of the E2g mode for in-phase stretching vibration of
sp2 carbon lattice in aromatic ring (G band).[42] Two bands at
1931 and 2176 cm−1 are derived from the vibration of the conjugated diyne linkage and carbon–carbon triple bond, respectively.[19] There are nearly no changes in the Raman spectrum
of 3DGDY compared to GDY@Cu@diatomite. No peaks are
found in the Raman spectrum of diatomite in the Raman shift
ranging from 1000 to 3000 cm−1. FTIR spectra of 3DGDY and
GDY@Cu@diatomite are displayed in Figure 3b. In the FTIR
spectrum of 3DGDY, the bands observed at 1512 and 1607 cm−1
are assigned to the skeletal vibration of aromatic ring, and the
band at 2109 cm−1 is the typical carbon–carbon triple bond
stretching vibration that is weak due to the terminal alkyne of
HEB formed by the π-conjugated diyne linkage.[43] Compared to
FTIR data of GDY@Cu@diatomite, no signal of silicon–oxygen
bond (SiO) was detected in the FTIR spectrum of 3DGDY,
suggesting complete removal of diatomite template.
XPS measurement indicates that the 3DGDY is mainly composed of carbon element (Figure 3c). The existence of oxygen
might result from the absorption of oxygen from air or the inevitable defects that is consistent with the EDX analysis and element mapping results (Figure S3, Supporting Information). The
Cu and N elements might derive from the residual Cu–TMEDA
or Cu–pyridine complex. The peak at 285.0 eV shows essentially
identical binding energy for the C1s orbital that can be deconvoluted into four subpeaks at 284.5, 285.2, 286.9, and 288.5 eV,
assigned to CC, CC, CO, and CO bonds (Figure 3d),
respectively. According to UV–vis absorption measurements
(Figure S4, Supporting Information), an obvious bathochromic
shift of 3DGDY is observed compared to HEB due to the extensive conjugated π-system formed by alkyne coupling.[31] Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image further exhibits
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Figure 2. SEM images of a,b) GDY@Cu@diatomite and c,d) 3DGDY.

the porous 3D structure of GDY (Figure 3e) with uniformly
distri
buted holes (≈200 nm aperture). High-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) characterization clearly reveals curved streaks with a
lattice parameter of 0.365 nm, which could be assigned to the
interlayer distance of GDY (Figure 3f).[35]
Figure 4a–d shows the morphologies of 3DGDY with the
loading amount of HEB ranging from 0.1 to 1 mg mL−1. SEM
images present that the thickness of 3DGDY flakes on diatomite surface is proportionally increasing with an increase of
HEB loading amount, which indicates that the thickness of
GDY flakes is controllable through adjusting the monomer
concentration. We further investigated the SSA of 3DGDY
powder prepared under different loading amount of HEB
(Figure 4e). From nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms
analysis, the 3DGDY powder prepared with 0.6 mg mL−1 HEB
loading shows the SSA of 369 m2 g−1 that is higher than bulk
GDY powder prepared through classical method (321 m2 g−1)
and has the highest SSA compared with 3DGDY powder
prepared with 1 mg mL−1 (220 m2 g−1) and 0.3 mg mL−1
(70 m2 g−1) HEB loading. Although thin GDY framework
formed with low monomer concentration, the GDY framework is difficult to protect the 3D textural feature from collapsing. In contrast, thick GDY framework formed with high
monomer concentration, GDY flakes would cover the holes on
the surface of 3DGDY. Both the two situations will cause the
decreasing of SSA.
In terms of the fabricated 3DGDY exhibiting unique porous
structure and electrical properties as well as scalable synthesis possible from inexpensive diatomite, it would hold great
promise as a macroscopic 3D material for widespread applications. In this work, we investigated the potential applications of 3DGDY in the fields of energy storage and recyclable
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noble-metal nanoparticles (NMNPs) supported catalyst. When
3DGDY is directly used as anode material for lithium-ion battery (LIB), it presents high specific capacity, excellent rate performance, and long cycle life. When 3DGDY is used as 3D
substrate to support rhodium nanoparticles (RhNPs), it exhibits
high reactivity and well recyclable performance.
As an emerging field, LIB has aroused great concern due
to its high energy density and stability. Carbon nanomaterials
such as carbon nanotube and graphene have been employed
as advanced materials for application in LIB to fulfill the
increasing need for low energy consumption.[44,45] GDY is also
predicted to be a promising anode material for LIB because of
its alkyne-rich system and unique triangular pores that endow
GDY with abundant Li storage sites and facilitates Li ion
adsorption/desorption and diffusion.[46] Theoretical calculations
predicated that the maximum Li storage capacity of monolayer
GDY is as high as 744 mAh g−1 (LiC3),[47] which is twice higher
than that of graphite (372 mAh g−1, LiC6). Previous work has
demonstrated that the bulk GDY powder performed well in LIB
application.[46] However, the massive production of GDY with
low cost is a problem yet to be solved considering its practical
application in LIB. Here, we applied 3DGDY produced with low
cost as an anode material for LIB to investigate its Li storage
properties. As a result, the 3DGDY-based LIB presents higher
specific capacity than bulk GDY powder as well as excellent rate
performance and long cycle life, perhaps resulting from that
the 3DGDY not only has intrinsic high Li capability but also
porous structure that can facilitate Li-ion transfer.
The electrochemical performance of 3DGDY was examined
in half-cell configuration where Li metal served as the counter
electrode (Figure 5a). Figure S5 (Supporting Information)
shows the cyclic voltammetry (CV) profiles of the first, second,
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Figure 3. a) Raman spectra of 3DGDY, GDY@Cu@diatmoite, and diatomite. b) FTIR spectra of 3DGDY and GDY@Cu@diatomite. XPS of 3DGDY:
c) survey scan and d) narrow scan for element C1s. e) TEM image and f) HRTEM image of 3DGDY.

and third cycles at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1. A broad peak at
1.25 V appears in the cathodic scan in the first cycle. The peak
disappearing in the subsequent cycles indicates an irreversible reaction, namely, the formation of a stable solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) layer. The initial three charge/discharge profiles of 3DGDY anode in the potential range from 0.01 to 3 V
are shown in Figure 5b. The SEI layer formation is also evidenced by the charge–discharge profiles, where a large irreversible capacity emerged during the first cycle, yielding an initial
columbic efficiency of 57.4%. The rate capability of the 3DGDY
anode was tested at different current densities (Figure 5c). As
the current density increases from 50 to 200 mA g−1, 3DGDY
anode displays reversible and stable capacities of 605 and
285 mAh g−1, respectively. A stable capacity of 102 mAh g−1 is
remained even at a high current density of 1 A g−1. The cycling
performance of 3DGDY anodes was investigated by galvanostatic charge/discharge measurements in the potential range
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from 0.01 to 3 V (Figure 5d). 3DGDY exhibits an outstanding
cycling behavior at a current density of 50 mA g−1, in which
a reversible capacity of 610 mAh g−1 is achieved even after
200 cycles and a high coulombic efficiency >98% is obtained
after the seventh cycle. The capacity and initial columbic efficiency of 3DGDY are superior to bulk GDY powder synthesized in 2010 (a reversible capacity of 550 mAh g−1 and an
initial columbic efficiency of 53.6%).[46] That can be attributed
to the pores that provided more Li ions transfer channels and
enhanced the electrochemical performance. The 3DGDY anode
also presents excellent cycling stability at high current density
of 500 mA g−1, where reversible capacity of 250 mAh g−1 is
obtained even after 400 cycles (Figure 5e). The Nyquist plots
were obtained from the electrochemical impedance spectro
scopy (EIS) tests that are displayed in Figure S6 (Supporting
Information). Nyquist plots reveal that the charge transfer
resistance increased after 200 cycles.
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Figure 4. a–d) SEM images and e) nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms of 3DGDY powder prepared with different loading amount of HEB:
(a) 0.1, (b) 0.3, (c) 0.6, and (d) 1 mg mL−1.

Noble metals have been widely used in electrochemical catalysis and organic synthesis. Comparing with bulk noble metals,
NMNPs present higher surface area and more active sites,

hence resulting in higher catalytic efficiency. However, easy to
aggregate, difficult to recycle, and high cost properties restrict
their applications.[48] Loading NMNPs on a chemical stable

Figure 5. a) Schematic representation of an assembled 3DGDY-based LIB. b) Charge/discharge profiles, c) rate performance, and d,e) cycle performance at different current densities and corresponding coulombic efficiency of the 3DGDY-based LIB.
Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1800548
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Figure 6. a) Schematic illustration of 4-NP reduction catalyzed by Rh@3DGDY. b) TEM and c) HRTEM images of Rh@3DGDY. d) Time-dependent
UV–vis absorption spectra recorded during the 4-NP reduction catalyzed by Rh@3DGDY. e) Cyclic performance of the catalytic reduction of 4-NP in
the presence of Rh@3DGDY and bare 3DGDY.

substrate with high SSA and low cost is an effective solution.
GDY was turned out to be a promising substrate for anchoring
the NMNPs due to its high conjugated system.[49] The fabricated
3DGDY exhibits not only intrinsic properties of GDY but also
unique porous structure and high SSA that could make it apply
to NMNPs deposition. Moreover, the freestanding feature of
3DGDY is beneficial to recycle from reaction mixture. Herein,
we prepared 3DGDY supported RhNPs catalyst (Rh@3DGDY)
through a hydrothermal reduction process. The catalytic activity
of Rh@3DGDY was evaluated using 4-nitrophenol (4-NP)
reduction reaction as a model reaction (Figure 6a). TEM characterization of Rh@3DGDY shows that RhNPs with uniform
size of 2–3 nm are well dispersed on the surface of 3DGDY
(Figure 6b). HRTEM images show that the interplanar spacing
of the particle lattice is 0.224 nm (Figure 6c), which agrees with
the (111) lattice spacing of Rh.[50,51] XPS characterization further demonstrated the existence of Rh on 3DGDY (Figure S7,
Supporting Information).
The aqueous solution of 4-NP exhibits a strong absorption
peak at 317 nm. Upon the addition of NaBH4 into the solution, the absorption peak at 317 nm disappears along with the
appearance of a new peak at 400 nm due to the formation of
4-nitrophenolate solution (Figure S8a, Supporting Information).[52] Upon the addition of Rh@3DGDY into the 4-nitrophenolate solution, the absorption peak at 400 nm gradually
decreases as the reaction proceeds. Meanwhile, a new peak
appears at 300 nm (Figure 6d) and the color of the solution changes from bright yellow to colorless liquid, revealing
the reduction of nitro-group and formation of amino-group
(Figure 6d inset).[53] According to pseudo-first-order kinetics
equation [ln(Ct/C0) = kt],[49] the rate constant k was calculated to be 0.1726 min−1 indicating high catalytic reactivity of
Rh@3DGDY (Figure S8b, Supporting Information). Recyclable
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as well as maintaining high catalytic activity are critical issues
for long-term use in practical applications of the catalyst.[54] To
further investigate the recycling performance of Rh@3DGDY,
we reused the catalyst three times under identical conditions.
Through simple centrifugation and freeze-drying processes, the
catalyst was separated from solution. As shown in Figure 6e,
the catalytic activity of the Rh@3DGDY is nearly unchanged in
the second and third cycle compared with pristine Rh@3DGDY,
while bare 3DGDY has no catalytic reactivity for 4-NP reduction. After using for three times, the SEM images imply that
the reused Rh@3DGDY still maintains the 3D structure as
before (Figure S9, Supporting Information).
In summary, we developed a novel freestanding 3DGDY
powder synthetic method using naturally abundant diatomite
as template. Applying diatomite as substrate and copper particles as catalyst resources effectively decreases the consumption
of metallic copper and provides a promising pathway for massive production of GDY with low cost. 3DGDY presents high
specific capacity as well as excellent rate performance and long
cycle life when applied as a LIB anode material. Rh@3DGDY
catalyst was prepared through hydrothermal method and presents high catalytic activity and well recyclability in 4-NP reduction reaction. In addition, given the possibility of massive production of GDY and its unique properties, we believe there is a
large feasibility for the future industrial preparation and application of the GDY.

Experimental Section
Diatomite Templates Pretreatment: According to a previously reported
work,[37] the diatomite templates were primarily purified from raw
diatomite following several steps. First, the diatomite powders were
immersed and stirred overnight in nitric acid (2 m) and sulfuric acid
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(1 m) to remove the organic and metal impurities, respectively. Then,
ultrapure diatomite was obtained through vacuum filtration, deionized
water cleaning, and vacuum drying.
Cu@diatomite Composites Preparation: Cu@diatomite composites
were prepared through metal replacement reaction. First, 300 mg
purified diatomite was added to a solution of 120 mL deionized water
and stirred at room temperature for 5 min. Second, 25 mL CuSO4
(0.05 m) was added into the mixture and stirred for another 5 min. Third,
140 mg Fe powders were slowly added into the mixture with vigorous
stirring until the Fe powders totally disappeared, in which the Cu ions
were reduced by Fe and formed CuNPs absorbing on diatomite. After
the reaction completed, Cu@diatomite composites were obtained
through vacuum filtration, deionized water cleaning, and vacuum drying.
3DGDY Preparation: GDY was primarily synthesized on diatomite
through Glaser–Hay coupling reaction using HEB as monomer. TBAF
(1 m in THF) was added to a solution of hexakis[(trimethylsilyl)-ethynyl]
benzene (HEB-TMS) and THF under argon atmosphere and stirred
at 0 °C for 15 min. Then the mixture was diluted with ethyl acetate,
washed two times with saturated NaCl, dried by anhydrous MgSO4, and
filtered. The solvent was evaporated under vacuum while maintaining
the temperature below 20 °C. The residue was diluted in 50 mL acetone
and added dropwise for 10 h into a three-necked flask containing
acetone (100 mL), pyridine (5 mL), TMEDA (1 mL), and Cu@diatomite
composites. The reaction mixture was maintained at 60 °C for 15 h under
argon atmosphere. All processes, from deprotection to addition, should
be processed in dark, continuously, rapidly, and at low temperature
to avoid decomposition of HEB. After the reaction completed, the
GDY flakes were grown on Cu@diatomite composites (GDY@Cu@
diatomite) and washed in turn with DMF, acetone, and ethanol. Then,
let GDY@Cu@diatomite air-dry.
3DGDY was obtained from GDY@Cu@diatomite after etching the
diatomite and residual CuNPs. The GDY@Cu@diatomite powders were
immersed in a hydrogen fluoride (HF) etching solution (8 wt%) at room
temperature overnight to remove the diatomite templates. The residual
powders were collected by centrifuging and rinsing with deionized water
and ethanol repeatedly. Then, the collected powders were immersed in
50 mL FeCl3 aqueous solution (0.5 m) for 8 h at room temperature. The
residual powders were further collected by centrifuging and rinsing with
deionized water and ethanol repeatedly. After free-drying, the 3DGDY
powders were obtained.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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